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Gunsmith is a industrial management experience where you start your own arms manufacturing company. You begin by picking
a small empty factory that you want to start your journey in.
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From here you apply and acquire licences to begin making your first military grade items. You will build up your factory by
unlocking machines and technologies. At the start you will have very little and the government will not allow you to produce
more serious items until your reputation has grown. With what you are allowed to do however, you can start to produce some

products.

You will start of by being able to make small almost harmless things such as combat boots, combat trousers, combat vests with
no amour. Once you start to fulfill these orders you will have the opportunity to apply to unlock even more licences to expand

your factory and make new and deadlier items. Eventually you will be granted a licence to manufacture armor, then
ammunition, then firearms, explosives and the list goes on and on.

This is not the only thing however. You will build up a reputation with your clients from around the globe. They may ask for
certain items that might not be technically legal, or they may want to pay you in diamonds, cash or gold. If you choose to do
business with such people that's up to you as an arms dealer. They will always offer you a very attractive price as they will be

paying for anonymity.

How will you transport the goods? Illegal arms usually travel in illegal ways and this is something you will have to consider
depending on whom you chose to do business with.

Gunsmith does not just stop at manufacturing, it continues on into the political sphere, providing you with the opportunity to
manipulate global situations, push politicians into certain ways and cause conflicts on the basis of selling more arms to create

even more profit. ( This is by no means inspired by anything that is currently happening in the world today )

It will be up to you as a Gunsmith to overcome all these challenges and ultimately saturate the market and make as much profit
as possible. How you do this will be up to you.
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Title: Gunsmith
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, Simulation, Strategy, Early Access
Developer:
Seacorp Technologies
Publisher:
Seacorp Technologies
Release Date: 25 May, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: 64-bit Windows 7, Windows 8.1, Windows 10

Processor: Intel Core i3-4340 / AMD FX-6300

Memory: 6 GB RAM GB RAM

Graphics: nVidia GeForce GTX 660 2GB / AMD Radeon HD 7850 2GB

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 5 GB available space

English,Simplified Chinese,Russian
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Lil' Hunter's theme is called "The One They Left Behind"

Of course it is, no one \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing likes him, I'd happily leave him behind too. In Hell.. I love this game. i
wish you could choose the backround for the level, (one particular backround lags while the rest doesnt), but I wouldn't change
anything else.. It is a well presented game with pleasing if simple graphical design and a nice atmosphere (even if the messages
between levels can make you feel like you are being preached to by Xavier Renegade Angel at times), but there are some flaws:

-Some levels force you to wait several seconds before getting in to them which ramps up frustration a huge amount.
-Sometimes the timings and distances are incredibly tight on boring sections, its made worse because it seems like this wasnt
made for keyboard\/mouse given how easy it is with the slightest tap to hit a wall.
-Basic options like restart, volume sliders, and any obvious way to put it in windowed mode are missing, which is an incredibly
annoying trend with a lot of indie games. This isnt minimal, its categorically bad design.
-Difficulty can be very variable, and the difficulty level can be the wrong way round due to the way timings line up better.
(Also, the easy ending seems to me to be the best, but perhaps thats deliberate so most people see it.)

When it works, its a pleasure to play and the pacing of fairly rapid single screen levels, along with the changing geometry and
sounds keeps you retrying and progressing. Just expect more than a couple of spots where the annoyance mounts up way too fast
to be fun.

[Note: I bought this on sale at \u00a30.55]. Did you know that the African pompano is also called the threadfish and the Cuban
jack? Well, now you do.. I personally love vanilla romance (you know just straight love and couples)
Playing it was a really good choice. 10 out of 10 would recommmend it.
I yield my thanks to developers for making this game.. Well... it's simple, not too short, not too long, the first half feels a lot like
a silent hill of old, the latter half feels... odd, and out of place (but i get it, the devs tried something different, and it kinda
works), the last level is a nice "metaphor", though the story arc is kinda predictable. Overall, for being and indie and a cheap
game, it's worth it. it took me around 6 hours of gameplay to get trough. And yes, the game CAN get creepy at times. 7/10..
your the Moon and its time for payback, bash the Hell out of the Earth and crush the guys living there. Go Psychedelic crazy
and become unstoppable.... Yep that's all in this game. Its fun and much like an arcade. Even at the price its at its still worth it.

You can check out game play here: https:\/\/youtu.be\/ShrPgdsMQsU. Decent graphics. Not as good as expected based on the
reviews, but it's high quality. Everything feels really big which is nice.

The game is challenging play it on hard and you'll have a decent little arcade game to keep coming back to.. Very enjoyable
game! I highly recommend it for a nice and deep strategic experience. very retro and very fun, brings back fond meomories of
childhood
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Just got this game back after several years. (computer prob) Fun as always. Very quick games; easy to learn but hard to win, at
least in a large way. Easy to get hooked on. The price is only $10.00, and worth every penny.. This game is a bit sluggish on
linux computers, but it plays just fine on a windows 7 machine. Void Monsters is an original game and one I like.In fact it can
be addicting & I play this alot. It doesn't matter what character you play as because you can eventually be beyond their skills
with another character. Normally I don't like match 3 games, but in this game I don't mind them because you can get runes that
way. I just wish they made more games like this one. It's fun, addicting and time consuming. This game has alot of quests so you
get your money's worth out of it. I got it when it was on sale for $1.99 and if I knew I'd like it this much, I would have bought it
at full price. I like games with new concepts like this one.. This Game appears to have bags of potential.

The controls however (Using the Vive controllers) need much improvement.
I don't get travel sick, I can go on any rollercoaster, ride my motorbike fast through the twisties, or be in the passenger seat of
my mates sports car just fine.
I can't however play this game for more than 10 minutes without wanting to hurl everywhere.

I hope that this can somehow be addressed.

I've played a few other games on the vive that have the appearance of motion, that do not induce vomiting.

This game could be good, but for now...I can't recommend this.

************************* UPDATE 05 November 16 *************************

I’ve took on board what others have told me and I have now played the game with the latest update.
Whilst there is still a slight twinge of nausea, it is nowhere near as prevalent as before and after several minutes you adjust
nicely...however I found it best not to play this game standing up. You will almost certainly lose balance.

This game has took a HUGE step in the right direction and the developers are very active and are a real fresh of breath air,
taking both positive and negative feedback and working with you to make the game better.

This game I found, is best played on a chair that swivels....sounds stupid? Just trust me...it makes this game much easier,
especially when in FPS shooter mode and the little critters are all over you!!
Just about soiled myself the first time one of those bugs jumped at me...and killed me.

This game still has a way to go, but the development is coming along well and any negatives are being corrected quickly.

I'm happy to recommend this game now, which is very good for me...I normally only write reviews on games that I don't like
XD

Buy Ahros, you won't regret it :-D. a lot of bugs all the time. Bad graphics, stupid traps that are easy to figure out and avoid.
Except the death traps, which kill you immediately so it doesn't matter. I just don't know what the point of it is. If it's the
survival aspect it's far too easy until you waltz into a instadeath room and boom, game over. If it's just for having fun, its far too
limited.. Fun Game
Why you may ask?
Well... let me tell you little one.
The traps are very majestic, like a horse with an ice cream cone on its head.
They have a fighting game mode.
The fighting game mode is great.
You grab weapons and armor while going through traps and one by one each room gets spikes in it to shrink it to the last room.
You will fight any remaining contestants.
The traps just make you want to die because they make you want to throw up and then eat it.
Best game 9/10 ign
Sike i would do 20/20 if i could so
5/10
. Pretty enjoyable game. Guide your ball in 3rd person perspective to the goal and pickup stuff to enhance your visuals. Levels
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start off easy and relaxing but get hardcore pretty fast. It's community driven so I'm sure it will get variety a pretty long time.. i
really liked it
. I came across a review of this game in a magazine and decided to give it a try. Turned out to be one a great surprise, a good
reason for trying more indie games. I had real fun and would definitely recommend it, specially for the ones who feel nostalgia
for 2D classic games such as Castlevania

✌ Johnny Rocket Tiny Mortals VR Style Update!:
Hello guys! Check out the latest update which includes:

 Prettier effects, New Explosions, New Fire Effect, New Bullet Effects, New Power Up Effects

New Passive Abilities that make punching your enemies much more satisfying! Use the gold you earned slaying enemies
at the game console in the living room at the main menu!

Increased the potency of the Gatling Gun power up by increasing the rate of fire and size of bullets. Pew Pew!

Also some minor bug fixes.
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Currently working on:

 New Stage that will take place in a small town which will include Destructible Buildings and Stage Hazards to toss
your foes into!

I intend to enhance the graphics as well so the game doesn't look so simple while still remaining a low poly environment! Let me
know what you think!. Unlockables Update!:
Hey everyone! This is the first of many updates! I'm currently working on an update including unlockables such as passives for
use any time you play without having to buy them each run!

 Feel like punching enemies with fire or lightning!?
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 I got you!

 This will also include some bug fixes as well as some cosmetic changes! This update will be available over the next few days or
so!

I've got a lot planned and it's so exciting to see things moving along!
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